Network slicing (NS) has been well discussed in the transport network (TN) and core network (CN) domains. This paper extends it to the radio access network (RAN) domain, and the NS in RAN, TN and CN domains is defined as end-to-end (E2E) NS system. The advantages of using NS in the RAN domain with two-level resource allocation scheme are studied and shown by numerical simulations. Then the E2E NS system architecture and components are proposed and demonstrated with hardware and software. The demonstration shows the capability with very fine spectral granularity, and the slice creation, delete and adjustment schemes in sub-minute time, which could be used in the operator's network.
metadata-driven software platform [5]. In the system structure, with specific requirement, the orchestrator generates and sends commands to network function virtualization (NFV) [7] and software-defined networking (SDN) [6] controllers. Then virtual functions created by NFV, are connected by the networks created by SDN, which is regarded as a network slice instance. However, all the above works study NS in the domains of core network (CN) and transport network (TN). An important question to consider is whether NS could be used in the domain of radio access network (RAN).
In the domain of traditional RAN, each user has three signaling radio bears (SRBs) and eight data radio bears (DRBs) [8] . The SRBs are used to carry control signal, while DRBs are used to carry traffic data. Different DRBs are designed for diverse traffics, which is similar to NS. However, all the DRBs for different users are viewed and scheduled by a shared medium access control (MAC), which greatly threatens the security [9] . For isolation requirement, NS is also a promising method in RAN in the future. After isolation, according to the specific requirements of each slice instance, the packet data convergence protocol (PDCP), radio link control (RLC) and MAC protocols could be further optimized and standardized to improve the system performance.
Meanwhile, the open-air spectrum is also scheduled by the MAC functions in RAN. The spectrum numerology in LTE is fixed to 15kHz subcarrier spacing with 1ms subframe length [10] , which is upgraded in 5G to support 15, 30, 60, 120 and 240kHz subcarrier spacing with 1, VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 and 0.0625ms sub-frame length [11] . Since the sub-frame length is the minimum schedule granularity, the upgrade enables the service with less than 1ms delay requirement. Without NS, multiple kinds of numerology are jointly scheduled by MAC, which increases the complexity and degrades the robustness of the system. With NS, there could be one master MAC to optimize the amount of resource among slice instances, and multiple self-designed slave MACs schedule the resource in slice instances. The twolevel scheme is simple and easy to be implemented. This paper proposes the end-to-end (E2E) NS, where NS is adopted not only in the TN and CN domains, but also in the RAN domain. First, the two-level scheme with one master and multiple slave MACs is studied. Numerical simulations are provided to evaluate the system performance and show the advantages with NS in RAN domain. Then a Huawei's E2E NS system is demonstrated with real hardware. The hardware infrastructure is scheduled by orchestrators assisted by NFV and SDN controllers, where the system architecture along with the runtime command and real-time response are described. The demonstration achieves a balance among realtime response, compatibility and scalability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related works and contributions of this paper. Section III introduces the E2E NS architecture. Section IV proposes and analyzes the two-stage spectrum allocation scheme and discusses the benefits with NS in the RAN domain. Section V presents the E2E NS system, including the system components, impacting to RAN protocols and discussions. Section VI shows the E2E NS demonstration followed by conclusions in VII.
II. RELATED WORKS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
State of the art of the two-level resource allocation scheme in the RAN domain can be traced back to the works with multiple mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) [12] [13] [14] [15] . The resources of base stations owned by the infrastructure provider (InP) are shared to multiple MVNOs. A two-level scheme named network virtualization substrate (NVS) could be used to allocate resources to different MVNOs and their mobile users [15] [16] [17] . The first stage allocates resources to MVNOs and maximizes the InP revenue based on the feedback from the MVNOs, such as bandwidth requirement, resources utilization and biding price. The second stage allocates resources to users within each MVNO following traditional MAC methods. The two-level scheme in this paper considers different subcarrier spacing and sub-frame length using 5G frame structure, which could be directly used in the real system. Meanwhile, comprehensive comparison of modified largest weighted work first (M-LWWF) and modified largest weighted delay first (M-LWDF) methods at the second stage are discussed. After verifying the system performance benefits, it is straightforward to extend the E2E NS to the RAN domain. Indeed, [20] identifies requirements for NS in the RAN domain, including efficiency, protection, differentiation and slice awareness. Reference [21] discusses different concepts, challenges and management for NS in the RAN domain, but without detailed system architecture. Meanwhile, remote radio unit (RRU) and baseband unit (BBU) mapping [22] , [23] and functions split and placement [24] are also studied for NS in the RAN domain. Similar to the system structure proposed by many companies for NS in the TN and CN domains [4]-[7] , this paper proposes the system structure for E2E NS including RAN domain. We consider virtual and physical resources in RAN, TN and CN domains for different slice instances. The virtual resources are the functions and protocols, and the physical resources include router, CPU, memory, antenna, time, and open-air spectrum especially. Besides, the structure is also demonstrated with real hardware and software to show the very fine spectral granularity and slice creation, delete and network breathing in sub-minute time.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as:
• ( Section IV: NS in the RAN domain) The benefits with NS in the RAN domain are studied, besides discussion, a two-level resource allocation scheme is proposed and numerically analyzed with sliced open-air spectrum. The scheme takes multiple kinds of subcarrier spacing and sub-frame length of 5G frame structure into consideration, and comprehensively compares with the cases without NS in the RAN domain.
• ( Section III & V: E2E NS architecture and system) After verifying the benefits with NS in the RAN domain, the E2E NS including RAN, TN and CN domains is proposed, whose detailed components and impacting to RAN protocols are described and discussed.
• ( Section VI: E2E NS demonstration) The E2E NS is demonstrated with real hardware and software to show its capability to support very fine spectral granularity and operating mechanism in sub-minute time. The very fine spectral granularity shows the feasibility with sliced open-air spectrum. The operating mechanism in subminute time enables the system to be deployed in the operator's network.
We note that extending E2E NS system to the RAN domain not only benefits the system performance, but also the ecosystem. Once the open-air spectrum is sliced, over the top (OTT) service providers could sense the spectrum to guarantee that their slice instances are truly dedicated for themselves, which could highly increase their willingness to pay for the NS system. Then the mobile network operators and telecommunications equipment manufacturers are motivated to upgrade their system and equipment to provide better but differentiated communication services.
III. ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Fig.1 , our architecture of 5G E2E NS is consisted of RAN, TN and CN in east-west direction, and infrastructure, control framework and management plane in southnorth direction. In the following, the architecture is introduced from the south to north direction. The infrastructure layer consists of physical and virtual resources. In the RAN domain, there are physical network functions (PNFs) and virtual network functions (VNFs), where PNFs include the hardware resources and the VNFs contain functions and protocols. In the TN domain, there are physical and virtual routers. In the CN domain, there are VNFs classified as common network functions and special network functions. The common network functions are shared by different slice instances, and the special network functions are dedicated for the related slice instances.
The control framework layer is comprised of radio slice controllers (RSCs), transport slice controllers (TSCs) and core slice controllers (CSCs), which are in RAN, TN and CN domains respectively. The reason to place controllers in different domains is that, for security or policy requirement, the equipment in the real telecommunication system is always supplied by different telecom equipment manufactures. Because of competition, it seems to be more reasonable for the telecom equipment manufactures to produce their own equipment along with the self-designed controllers, unless the open white box telecom equipment is universally deployed in the future. As a result, there are multiple RSCs, CSCs and TSCs, which may be developed by different telecom equipment manufactures.
The management plane has the orchestrator, which receives the business order from the north and status reports from the south, and sends feedback to the north and commands to the south control framework layer. The business order could be the requirement to create, delete or reserve a slice instance. The status reports could be the real-time key performance indicator (KPI) of the service, slice instance status, and physical resource usage status, etc. The feedback is either a success or fail response to the business order. The commands could be create, delete, reserve or adjust the physical and virtual resources for slice instances.
The major difference of our E2E NS compared with other NS systems is that, besides the slicing in the TN and CN, slicing is also adopted in the RAN domain especially the openair spectrum. In the following, we first study the benefits with slicing in the RAN domain, then introduce the details of the proposed E2E NS system and the demonstration with real hardware. 
IV. NS IN THE RAN DOMAIN
With NS in the RAN domain, there is one master MAC allocates resource between slice instances, and multiple selfdesigned slave MACs schedule the resource within slice instances.
A. RAN SLICING MODEL
The RAN slicing model is shown in Fig. 2 , where users are classified into groups and communicate with a base station. We assume M groups and m i users in the i-th group. The groups are indexed by i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} and users are indexed by j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m i − 1}.
Each group is served by one slice instance and uses one type of numerology, whose slot length is assumed to be prefixed as i ∈ {1ms, 0.5ms, 0.25ms, 0.125ms, 0.0625ms}. Let 0 be the maximum one, and others satisfy:
where n i ∈ N and n 0 = 0. With pre-fixed slot length, the subcarrier spacing of each type of numerology is also fixed as B i ∈ {15kHz, 30kHz, 60kHz, 120kHz, 240kHz}. The minimum granularity of spectrum resource is physical resource block (PRB), which has 12 sub-carriers [11] . Let K i be the number of PRBs allocated to the i-th group, which satisfy:
where W is the total bandwidth. Moreover, let k i,j be the number of PRBs allocated to the j-th user in the i-th group, which satisfy:
We study the down-link channel and the up-link channel follows the same way. The position of the base station is assumed to be (0, 0). The transmit power spectrum density for and the position of the j-th user in the i-th group are defined as p i,j and (x i,j , y i,j ), respectively. Rayleigh fading model is used for links between the base station and users [26] , [27] . The path loss of a link is:
α is a constant value that considers shadowing and antenna gain, β is the path loss exponent.
At the user, in the absence of interference, the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) is:
where p i,j is the transmit power spectral density, g i,j is the power gain of the Rayleigh fading channel following the exponential distribution with unit mean, and σ 2 is the power spectral density of white Gaussian noise. The data rate for each user is determined by the SNR and allocated spectrum, while the data arriving rate depends on the real traffic. When the instance data rate is lower than the arriving rate, the remaining data will be cached in the buffer. However, the buffer size of the user is limited and may overflow. Hence for delay insensitive traffic, the traffic will be dropped once the buffer overflows. For delay sensitive traffic, the traffic will be dropped once the buffer overflows or its delay exceeds a pre-defined threshold.
B. SPECTRUM RESOURCE ALLOCATION BY MASTER MAC
The master MAC allocates resource between slice instances. According to 5G, the radio frame is indexed by an increasing positive integer, which are divided into multiple slots. We index the slot as an increasing non-negative integer from 0 to infinity.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the slot length varies among different types of numerology. This paper defines the shadowed parts as the schedule time of master MAC, and others as the schedule time of slave MAC. At the schedule time of master MAC, (K 0 , K 1 , ...K M −1 ) are optimized to allocate spectrum resources to different slice instances. At the schedule time of slave MAC, k i,j , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m i − 1} are optimized to allocate PRBs to users within each slice instance. The schedule time interval of the master MAC is:
where N ∈ N + determines the interval length. We remind that 0 and i are the slot length defined in equation (1). The master MAC takes the traffic drop rate at its previous schedule time interval into consideration. The traffic drop rate of each slice instance is:
is the amount of traffic dropped and transmitted from T 1 to T 2 , and l is the index of master schedule time interval. In the following, we use P i instead of P i (l) for ease of expression.
The spectrum resource are allocated to achieve fairness between slice instances, whose weighted traffic drop rate intends to be identical in the current schedule time interval of master MAC as [28] , [29] :
where w i is the weight. The slice instances with more critical drop rate requirement has larger weight value, and vice versa. Let (K * 0 , K * 1 , . . . , K * M −1 ) be the spectrum resource allocated to slice instances at the previous schedule time interval by master MAC. In the current master schedule time interval, the slice instances with lower traffic drop rate may release the allocated resources and the ones with higher traffic drop rate prefer to gain more resources. All the slice instances share the spectrum resources with another weight η i as:
Then using equality (2), the spectrum resource allocation intends to be:
where (K 0 , K 1 , . . . , K M −1 ) are the intended spectrum resource allocation result at the current schedule time interval. We note that the equation holds with floating value of K i . The intended spectrum resource allocation highly depends on the traffic drop rate. But in the real system, the traffic drop rate may fluctuate dramatically due to the traffic burst and transient interference, where substantially revising the spectrum allocation may be un-necessary. Meanwhile, frequently revising the spectrum allocation increases the system complexity and threats the system stability. In this paper, we adopt smoothing average method [30] and regard K i as the current value with ξ ∈ [0, 1] as the smoothing factor. The current spectrum allocation (K 0 ,K 1 , . . . ,K M −1 ) are revised as:
Moreover, the number of PRBs allocated to each slice instance should be an integer. Let K i be the nearest integer ofK i . We also need to guarantee that almost all the spectrum resources are allocated. If M −1 i=0 12K i B i > W , the amount of PRBs minus one for the slice instance with the maximum K i −K i K i . The slice instance with more PRBs and more gaining part caused by the rounding operation has higher priority to minus one PRB. If M −1 i=0 12K i B i < W , the amount of PRBs plus one for the slice instance with the maximumK i −K i K i . The slice instance with less PRBs and more missing part caused by the rounding operation has higher priority to gain one PRB.
C. SPECTRUM RESOURCE ALLOCATION BY SLAVE MACS
After the spectrum resource allocated to slice instances, we allocate PRBs to users within each slice instance during the current master schedule time interval. In the following, the schedule time of slave MAC is every slot as the nonshadowed part shown in Fig.3 .
The slave MAC takes the capacity of each PRB into consideration as [31] :
which varies for different user and PRB. The index of the PRB is omitted to simplify the expression without misunderstanding.
1) DELAY INSENSITIVE TRAFFIC
For the delay insensitive traffic, M-LWWF method is used to allocate PRBs to users [18] , [19] . The PRBs are allocated one by one. In each step, one PRB is allocated to the user with the largest weighted amount of cached traffic times capacity whose index is:
where ζ i,j is the weight and b i,j is the amount of cached traffic in the buffer. We note that each user may obtain multiple PRBs. Once a PRB is allocated, the amount of cached traffic reduces to b i,j − c i,j to compete for others.
2) DELAY SENSITIVE TRAFFIC
For the delay sensitive traffic, M-LWWF method is suitable only if the traffic arrives smoothly, where more cached traffic implies larger delay of the head-of-line traffic.
In general, M-LWDF method is more suitable to allocate PRBs to users with delay sensitive traffic [18] , [19] . Similarly, the PRBs are allocated one by one. In each step, one PRB is allocated to the user with the largest weighted delay of the head-of-line traffic times capacity whose index is:
where d i,j is the delay of the head-of-line traffic. Once a PRB is allocated, the delay of the head-of-line traffic is reduced to compete others. The two-level spectrum resource allocation scheme with NS is summarized in Algorithm 1, where step 12 means more resource is allocated or the remaining resource is not less than the minimum PRB, and step 30 guarantees that one PRB is allocated to no more than one user.
The spectrum resource allocation to slice instances K i and to users k i,j within each slice instances. 3: Initialize the schedule index of master MAC l ← 0. 4: while True do 5:
Stage1: Spectrum resource allocation by master MAC 6: if l == 0 then 9: Compute (K 0 ,K 1 , . . . ,K M ) using equality (11) . 10: end if 11 : 14 :
15:
else 16 :
17:
end if 18: end while 19: Stage2: Spectrum resource allocation by slave MACs 20: for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} do 21: for t i ∈ [l T , (l + 1) T − 1] do 22: Let # i ← 0 be the number of PRBs allocated. 23 : 24: if Delay insensitive traffic then 25: Allocate the k i -th PRB to the j -th user using equality (13) . 26: else 27: Allocate the k i -th PRB to the j -th user using equality (13) or (14) and update its delay of the head-of-line traffic. 28 :
where c i,j is the capacity at the k i -th PRB for the j -th user. 30: c i,j ← 0 at the k i -th PRB for all users. 31: end while 32: end for 33: end for 34: l ← l + 1. where the SCS is 15kHz and all users use M-LWDF method as equation (14) in two groups. The user in the first group has delay in-sensitive traffic, which will be dropped once its buffer overflows. The user in the second group has delay sensitive traffic, which will be dropped once its buffer overflows or the traffic delay exceeds 2ms. Similar to equation (7), the traffic drop rateP 1 and P 2 are defined as the amount of traffic dropped divided by the amount of traffic dropped and transmitted in the first and second groups of all the simulation time. With weight w 1 and w 2 in equation (8), the weighted traffic drop rate are w 1P1 and w 2P2 .
Using Monte Carlo simulation with three times initialization of the users' location and ten thousands slots, the traffic drop rate of the two groups with weight w 1 = w 2 = 1 with different algorithms are shown in Fig.4 . It could be seen in Fig.4a and Fig.4b that without NS in the RAN domain, the M-LWWF method prefers to allocate resources to users in the first group, which have more cached traffic volume with more users and larger size of arrived packets as shown in TABLE 1. We note that with more than 80 users, almost all the resources are allocated to the first group, which highly increases the drop rate of the second group. The M-LWDF method takes the delay of the head-of-line traffic into consideration, which almost transmits all the data of the second group with smaller size of arrived packets, but increases the drop rate of users in the first group. We note that with smaller size of arrived packets, the second group hasn't exhaust the resource, and the first group could have resource to transmit data. Thus, the two groups influence each other and the methods will benefit one at the sacrifice of the other. With NS in the RAN domain, either M-LWWF or M-LWDF achieves a balance between the two groups and highly decreases the maximum drop rate as shown in Fig.4c . Meanwhile after slicing, the slave MAC prefers M-LWWF method in the two groups and w NS-15&30kHz-W&W is the best algorithm. This is because of that M-LWDF may allocate resource (the minimum size is one PRB) to users with only a little bit of data to transmit. Then part of the resource will be unloaded and wasted. Hence in the real system with NS in the RAN domain, M-LWWF method is suitable for both delay insensitive and delay sensitive slices instances.
Moreover, the weight w 1 and w 2 are used to ensure fairness between slice instances, where the slice instances with more critical drop rate requirement has larger weight value, and vice versa. Using w NS-15&30kHz-W&W algorithm, the traffic drop rate of users in two groups with the weight w 1 = 1 and weight w 2 = {1, 2, 3, 4} are shown in Fig.5 . It could be seen that, with w 2 increases, more resources will be allocated to the second group and the traffic drop rate of the first and second group increases and decreases respectively. The slight difference of the drop rate of the two groups with w 1 = w 2 = 1 is because of that, the algorithm achieves roughly but not accurately equal weighted drop rate of each master schedule time interval. Meanwhile, increasing the simulation time and number of initialization of the users' locations could reduce the difference. Therefore, the system performance could be improved with NS in the RAN domain, whose improvement could also be studied from different perspectives, such as security and robustness. In the following, we propose our E2E NS system along with the demonstration.
V. E2E NS SYSTEM
The proposed E2E NS system including RAN, TN and CN domains, is consisted of infrastructure, control framework and management plane layers. This section describes the system components, impacting to RAN protocols, and the difference between eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC slices.
A. SYSTEM COMPONENTS
As discussed in Section II, the E2E NS system considers RAN, TN and CN domains, whose details are illustrated in Fig. 6 . The RAN domain is the edge data center close to the users. The conventional RAN places radio frequency (RF), inter-media frequency (IF) and baseband functions on the outdoor tower. The distributed RAN places parts of the functions in the indoor as BBU and others on the outdoor tower as RRU [32] [33] [34] . The CN domain has a regional data center and a remote data center. The regional data center is placed close to the RAN to decrease latency. The TN domain is the connection between RAN and CN domains, which is transport fabric composed of routers.
Meanwhile, the E2E NS system has three layers. The infrastructure layer has PNFs and VNFs in the RAN domain, physical and virtual routers in the TN domain, common VNFs and special VNFs in the CN domain. For the RAN domain, the PNFs include spectrum, time, antenna, RRU pool, BBU pool, and CPU pool, etc, while VNFs contain digital filter, FFT/IFFT module, modulation/demodulation module, coding/decoding module, hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) function, MAC protocol, RLC protocol, and PDCP protocol, etc. [35] , [36] . For the TN domain, the physical routers are the real hardware such as Huawei's router OTN9800, while the virtual routers are the ones generated by open source codes such as Open vSwitch (OVS) and Mininet [37] , [38] . For the CN domain, the VNFs could be mobility management entity (MME), home subscriber server (HSS), and policy control and charging rules function (PCRF), etc. in LTE [39] , [40] , and authentication server function (AUSF), core access and mobility management function (AMF), structured data storage network function (SDSF), unstructured data storage network function (UDSF), network exposure function (NEF), NF repository function (NRF), policy control function (PCF), session management function (SMF), unified data management (UDM), user plane Function (UPF), and application function (AF), etc. in 5G [41] , [42] .
The control framework layer has multiple RSCs, TSCs and CSCs in the RAN, TN and CN domains. The major components in RSC are resource allocation and protocol custom modules. The resources allocation module distributes the hardware resources for slice instances, and reports the RAN resource status to the orchestrator. The protocol custom module specifies the VNFs for different slice instances, and reports the RAN VNFs status to the orchestrator. For example, HARQ and ARQ functions in acknowledged mode (AM) RLC protocol are critical for error-free transmission at the cost of delay [43] . For the eMBB slice instance with no error requirement, HARQ and ARQ functions may be its basic functions. But for the uRLLC slice instance with less than 1ms delay requirement, re-transmission greatly increases the delay, and HARQ and ARQ functions will not be needed. The major components in TSC are monitor and SDN modules. The monitor module keeps on tracking traffic loads in the I/O ports at the edge data center and regional data center. The traffic status are also reported to the orchestrator for traffic balancing among routers. The SDN module creates and deletes routing paths among PNFs and VNFs. The major components in CSC are slice function chain (SFC) and NFV modules. The SFC module receives the function status reports from each VNF instance, and forwards the reports to the orchestrator. The NFV module creates and deletes VNF instances.
The management plane layer has the orchestrator, whose major components are resource management and RAN-CN mapping modules. The orchestrator receives business order from the north and reports from the south control framework layer. The resource management module records the resource usage status, and generates the commands for functions creation, delete and adjustment. The RAN-CN mapping module records the routing paths and status, and generates the commands for path creation, remove and adjustment. Then commands are sent to the control framework layer for execution. We note that, the commands could specify what to be done such as creating an unacknowledged mode (UM) RLC module on a specified BBU, or only specify the requirements such as creating an uRLLC slice instance with less than 0.4ms, 0.2ms and 0.4ms delay at RAN, TN and CN domains. With the requirements, the control framework layer decides where and how to create the slice instance.
In the existing 5G system architecture [41] , [44] , network slice instance (NSI) management plane has communication service management function (CSMF) and network slice management function (NSMF). The CSMF receives business order and translates to network slice requirements, such as capacity, throughput, delay, and etc.. The NSMF manages resources and generates commands for functions creation, delete and adjustment. The management plane in this paper involves features of the NSI management plane in 5G, and also extends the management to RAN and TN domains. Meanwhile, additional control framework layer has RSC, TSC and CSC modules in RAN, TN and CN domains. The control framework layer executes the commands from and collects resource and slice instances status to the management layer. We note that for security consideration, the carrier operator's system may contain RAN, TN and CN hardware from different telecommunications equipment manufacturers. However, it is difficult for the control framework layer from one manufacturer to control and collect status and data from the hardware developed by other manufacturers. Hence this paper prefers to have dedicated control modules for RAN, TN and CN domains, and their interfaces are left to be standardized in future 6G network to achieve the E2E slicing feature.
B. IMPACTING TO RAN PROTOCOLS
For traditional RAN, there are PDCP, RLC and MAC protocols. The major functions in PDCP are header compression, ciphering and integrity protection. In RLC, the data is transferred in one of three modes named AM, UM and transparent mode (TM). The AM and UM have concatenation, segmentation, reassembly, reordering, duplicate detection, data discard functions. Besides, the AM has ARQ and re-segmentation functions. The TM transfers data transparently. The major function in MAC is resource allocation, which schedules and allocates resource to multiple logical channels [9] , [43] , [45] .
With NS in RAN, there could be a specific bandwidth as anchor for synchronization. Then users monitor/scan the bandwidth to receive the synchronization sequence for synchronization. Meanwhile, the major control information could be transmitted in a common control slice, which includes the slice configuration information. The common control slice could utilize the synchronization resource or other dedicated resource.
After synchronization and configuration, the slice instances could be created. For eMBB slice, PDCP, RLC and MAC protocols are similar to the traditional ones, and HARQ and AM RLC could be used to guarantee the successful delivery of the packets. For uRLLC slice, with long transmission distance such as remote surgery, dedicated and redundant resources in the RAN, CN and TN domains could be allocated to satisfy the delay and jitter requirements. With short transmission distance such as traffic control, we recommend to place the application along with RAN functions to reduce the latency. Moreover, short sub-frame length already adopted in 5G could be used to reduce the latency [11] . If the delay requirement is extremely strict, HARQ, AM RLC and even PDCP layer are not suitable. Directly connecting the application to the MAC interface may be the most time-saving scheme. Meanwhile, a timestamp could be transmitted along with the data for nodes in the path or destination to assess the timeliness of the packets and drop the time-out ones. For random access (RA), there could be a pre-established DRB pool. Once there is a slice requirement, the DRB could be immediately allocated to save time. For mMTC slice, the major requirement of RAN is the collection of the short packets. In PDCP, header compression is necessary and could be enhanced with packet aggregation to aggregate packets from/to the same source/destination, which could avoid plenty of short transmission control protocol (TCP) or user datagram protocol (UDP) packets and save resource in CN and TN domains. Ciphering and integrity protection could also be removed, where the OTT applications design their own protocols. Moreover, grant free scheme instead of traditional random access scheme is more suitable. The later one uses too much resource to set up a dedicated DRB, but transmit a few short packets. The former one could transmit the short packets, user id along with preamble in random access channel (RACH) to save resource.
C. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS 1) STADIUM EMBB SLICE
Time tidal effect of bandwidth is significant in the stadium. During a hot sporting event, there are tens of thousands of people cheering and communicating together. While it is almost empty in the free time. A temporary eMBB slice is a suitable method for stadium compared to fix deployed ultradense Wi-Fi or small cellular methods.
Orchestrator gets a business order with information: geographical position of stadium, minimum open-air resource request and the duration of sporting events. Firstly, the resource management module in orchestrator selects some base stations to cover this stadium and allocates enough open-air resource during the sporting event.
Secondly, the RSC configures the open-air resource parameters in physical layer, and deploys enough baseband functions and protocol programs on the selected base stations. Thirdly, the CSC deploys empty atom network functions in the regional data center for the sporting event. Then, these atoms are configured for authentication, mobility management, and policy control functions, etc. After receiving acknowledges from RSC and CSC, orchestrator triggers TSC to active transport link between RAN and CN. Finally, the RSC, TSC and CSC keep on tracking the status of functions and routing links, and report to the orchestrator periodically to trigger network breathing once needed.
2) REMOTE SURGERY URLLC SLICE
Ultra-low latency and predictable jitter are the basic requirements for remote surgery. The incompressible propagation delay is the distance divided by the speed of light. Here, ultralow latency points to the margin of requested latency minus incompressible propagation delay. In the practice, we find that main latency is caused by TCP/UDP layer in the wireline link of TN, and serious jitter is accompanied by TCP congestion.
Orchestrator gets a business order with information: geographical position of source and destination, latency and jitter requirements, the link type of last hop (wireless or wireline). Firstly, orchestrator notices user terminals to run multipath TCP (MPTCP) protocol for the scenario of remote surgery. Some middle boxes as the anchor between two MPTCP-enabled user terminals are deployed in edge data centers nearby the users. Then, TSC calculates and creates routing path for each path of MPTCP to meet the latency and jitter requirements. In our solution, the private buffers in all physical or virtual routers along these paths are allocated for the uRLLC traffic. If the link type of last hop is wireless, RSC will creates a private radio spectrum slicing for the scenario of remote surgery. Short sub-frame length supported by 5G is suitable for low latency request and is verified on our demonstration. Without traffic going through the CN domain, the CSC is almost useless for remote surgery.
3) METER READING MMTC SLICE
There are a large number of sensors in downtown, which are on idle state in most of time. The data of meter reading is delay insensitive and low data rate. However, the LTE/LTE-A system needs to do the whole authentication process in CN for each sensor. And the router should look up the routing table in TN for each small packet. Simplify authentication process and efficient small packet aggregation are the main improvement in our mMTC slice depending on control framework.
Orchestrator has the priori information about coverage area and number of sensors. Firstly, a narrow bandwidth radio spectrum slicing is created by the resource allocator module in RSC. In our solution, protocol customer module in RSC configures no authentication model in RAN and SFC module in CSC configures no session model in CN. For the scenario of meter reading, the security of data is supplied by the application layer instead of link layer. Then, the CSC deploys a lot of packet aggregation middle boxes in the edge and regional data centers nearby coverage area. Finally, the spectrum is released and middle boxes are removed after the data acquisition from all sensors. And the orchestrator refreshes its available resource table for next request of slice instance. Without specific routing path, the TSC is almost useless for meter reading.
Besides the above, the control elements of framework (RSC, TSC and CSC) could also be flexibly combined to satisfy varieties of use cases by the following methods in our solution:
• Blueprint -The spectrum allocation strategy for typical use cases have been calculated in advance and saved as blueprint by RSC. When new request of slice instance coming, RSC chooses a closest blueprint to configure the physical layer as soon as possible, and then uses a close-loop adaptive algorithm to adjust spectrum resource with feedback of practice KPI.
• Decouple -Each control element uses multiple processes to run algorithms for different slice instances. The identity of slice instance and context of its state machine are decoupled in our solution. Accordingly, some programming has been done to support this decouple effect of some communication protocols. The management of control elements, e.g. identity and deployment, is the duty of orchestrator.
• Private -We build up a private subnet to connect all the control elements and orchestrator, which only transmits control signal of NS. This subnet is consisted of private virtual routers, and is isolated with the data slices of eMBB/uRLLC/mMTC. Control elements and subnet are collectively called common control slice in our solution.
VI. E2E NS DEMONSTRATION
A demonstration has been developed to verify the architecture of the proposed E2E NS system, where NS is adopted not only in the TN and CN domains, but also in RAN domain.
4) HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
The hardware is shown in Fig.7, and used to verify the results, such as Rohde&Schwarz spectrum analyzer for radio spectrum analysis and Spirent TestCenter for latency monitoring.
5) FINE SPECTRAL GRANULARITY
Since NS is adopted in RAN domain, the spectrum are allocated to and isolated between different slice instances. The capability of the spectrum slicing is shown in Fig.8a , where 27 comb narrow bandwidth are realized on the total 100MHz spectrum at 3.45GHz central frequency. Our demonstration could support ultra-flexible spectrum pattern, with arbitrary number of the fine spectral granularity narrow bandwidth within the 100MHz spectrum. The fluctuation of signal amplitude of different isolated narrow bandwidth is caused by the raised cosine filter. Each narrow bandwidth could be demodulated and decoded independently, and the mapping between narrow bandwidth and slice instance could be flexibly configured by RSC.
6) SLICE CREATION AND DELETE
The slice creation are shown in Fig. 8b-d , where eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC slice instances are created sequentially. It could be seen that the eMBB slice instance uses the left 60MHz spectrum, and mMTC slice instance uses the middle 20MHz spectrum, and uRLLC slice uses the right 20MHz.
The mMTC slice has lower transmit power than eMBB slice, . Captured delay of uRLLC slice, which varies with the resources in regional data center changes. and the captured uRLLC spectrum is its control channel. Meanwhile, NFs and routing paths for each slice instance are also created in the RAN, TN and CN domains. The slice delete follows the same way and omitted here, and the time for slice creation and delete in sub-minute time.
7) NETWORK BREATHING
Network breathing adjusts resource among slices to deal with traffic variation, unpredictable open-air interference and equipment damage, etc. A simple demonstration is shown in Fig. 8d and 8e , where the spectrum of eMBB and mMTC is switched. Another complicated demonstration is described as following. A user sends a request to establish a new uRLLC slice instance to orchestrator using the existed uplink wireless channel. The orchestrator verifies the authority and accepts the request. However, there is not sufficient spectrum resource, hence RSC re-allocate 20MHz spectrum from eMBB to the new uRLLC slice instance as shown in Fig. 8f in the RAN domain. Meanwhile, CSC deploys dedicated VNFs in the regional data center in the CN domain, and monitors its KPI. As captured by Spirent TestCenter in Fig. 9 , when resources are enough in the regional data center, the uRLLC delay is low, but increases once the resources is not sufficient. The CSC detects the status and reports to orchestrator. The orchestrator recalculates and relocates mMTC VNFs, from regional to remote data center, and the uRLLC delay decreases. The reason to migrate mMTC VNFs is that, the mMTC slice has lower data rate and latency requirement. The time for network breathing is also in sub-minute time.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the E2E NS is proposed where NS is adopted in the RAN, TN and CN domains. The benefits with NS in the RAN domain, besides discussion, are numerically studied with a two-level resource allocation scheme. With sliced open-air spectrum, the isolation between slice instances is achieved, which dramatically decreases the maximum drop rate. Then the architecture, system components, RAN protocols, and demonstration of the E2E NS system are discussed. The E2E NS system has management plane layer, control framework layer and infrastructure layer, where each layer has orchestrator, RSC and TSC and CSC, functions and resources in the three domains, respectively. The demonstration with plenty of hardware and software shows the capability to support sliced open-air spectrum with very fine spectral granularity, and the slice creation, delete and breathing in subminute time, which could be used in the operator's network.
For the sliced open-air spectrum, its benefits are numerically studied and feasibility is demonstrated with very fine spectral granularity. Meanwhile, deploying the proposed resource allocation scheme with sliced open-air spectrum in the realtime system is left for future work, where protocol standardization and hardware acceleration are crucial to reduce the response time to microseconds.
